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Do Now

Define desertification

Ext – What are the human and 

physical factors causing 

desertification? 
Aim

▪ To understand the impact of desertification

Key words

▪ Bunding

▪ Arid

▪ Semi Arid

▪ Cultivation 



Definition

• Desertification – The process by which land 

becomes drier and degraded, as a result of 

climate change or human activities, or both.



Watch the following and complete 

your sheet

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDWS6AzEkE0&feat

ure=related



Desertification is the turning of land, often through 

physical processes and human mismanagement into 

desert. 



Where is desertification happening?

The Sahel is a narrow belt of semi-arid land that 

extends across Africa.



What causes desertification?

• Natural Causes 

Rainfall variability and Climate Change

• Human Causes

Population Pressures

Overgrazing

Subsistence Farming

Deforestation



How do humans make the problem 

worse?

• Population is high and increasing fast.

• To increase food supplies more crops 
are grown and more cattle kept 
leading to over-cultivation and over-
grazing.

• Yields decline and cattle are 
undernourished and die.

• Demand increases for water as 
population grows.

• Trees are cut down for fuel supplies. 

• Less vegetation; more dry, bare soil; 
more wind erosion.



How can we solve the problem?

1. Afforestation – trees and grasses to

stabilise soil and reduce erosion.

2. Sustainable farming practices – crop

rotation, manure as fertiliser, limit grazing

of animals, bunding to reduce erosion.

3. Controlling run off when it does rain.

4. Plant drought resistant crops



Bunding

• ‘Bunding’ in Burkino Faso – this is where lines 

of stones are placed along the slopes and trap 

water preventing topsoil being washed away.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=sGnbr-5vxTM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGnbr-5vxTM


Affected areas

By USDA employee [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ADesertification_m

ap.png

USA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Desertification_map.png


Task

Discuss the view that desertification is caused 

by poor human land management (6 marks)

Ext – Explain why soil erosion can be an 

environmental disaster (4 marks)



What have we learnt today?

Aim

▪ To understand the impact of desertification


